Abstract
Introduction
Most widely used ADS (Address Display period S eparated) driving scheme needs further improvements in the addressing speed with low address voltage for its successful application to high-definition television. As the resolution of the display increases, the cell size diminishes and sometimes different cell pitch design is adopted for red, green and blue (RGB) cells in order to improve the white balance, which calls for the understanding how the variation of barrier rib height and pitch affect the discharges during the address and the sustain periods. In the usual 2-dimensional simulations, the address electrode is regarded as an infinite plane electrode and the existence of barrier ribs is ignored. For these reasons, we have developed and investigated the effect of barrier ribs on the discharges during the address and the sustain periods with a 3-dimensional fluid code.
Simulation Model and Conditions
The model equations consist of Poisson, continuity and driftdiffusion equations. We assumed a local field approximation, therefore, the ionization and excitation rates are functions of the local field [1] . The reaction model consists of 8 level model for Xe and 6 level model for Ne [2, 3] . We assumed the secondary electron coefficient, γ to be 0.2 for Ne ion and 0.02 for Xe ion. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the PDP cell used in this simulation. Scan and X electrode are put on the top side and covered with a dielectric layer and a MgO protecting layer. Address electrode is put on the bottom side and covered with a dielectric layer and phosphor. We selected two parameters related to barrier ribs. One is the barrier rib height (120 µm, 140 µm, 160 µm) and the other is the cell pitch (160µm, 280 µm, 400 µm). Reference cell is with 160 µm barrier rib height and 240 µm cell pitch. Figure. 2 shows the driving voltage waveform applied to each electrode. After an address period of 1 µsec, sustain pulses of 1.5 µsec duration are alternatively applied to the scan and X electrodes. The discharge gas is Ne-5%Xe at 300 torr. 
Results and Discussion
The role of the addressing discharge is to build up sufficient wall voltages between sustain electrodes through the discharge between the address and the scan electrode for the subsequent successful sustain discharges. Currents during the address period are shown in figure 3 with different barrier rib heights. As the height decreases from 160 µm to 120 µm, currents are initiated and terminated earlier with increasing peak values but the consequent wall charge s over sustain electrodes show little change as shown in figure 4 . From these, it is inferred that decreasing the barrier rib height is helpful for fast addressing but not for lowering the address voltage. Figure 5 shows the currents during sustain period. Only the cell with 160 µm barrier rib height was successfully sustained with the sustain voltage of 190 V. There can be two possibilities for the sustain failures. One is that addressing discharge was not strong enough and the other is that the sustain voltage was not sufficient. We guess that the latter applies in this case, because the addressing discharges built up almost the same wall voltage between sustain electrodes regardless of the barrier rib height. The detailed analysis for sustain failures will be considered later in this article through the voltage transfer curve. Thus a fast addressing with low barrier rib height requires high sustain voltage. shows that different cell pitches significantly affect the addressing discharge. As the cell pitch decreases, the addressing discharge becomes weaker and delayed. Although the maximum wall voltage formed over scan electrode is higher in the case of 280 µm, the wall voltage difference between sustain electrodes is higher in the case of 400 µm pitch as shown in figure 7, which is because the X electrode begins to participate in the addressing discharge in 400µm pitch. This means that the voltage of X during address period can be important parameter as the cell pitch increases. As for 160 µm cell pitch, the addressing discharge is too weak to build up a sufficient wall voltage. From this, it is inferred that the wider cell pitch allows the lower address voltage. The cell pitch also significantly affects sustaining discharge as shown in figure 8. Although both 280 µm and 400 µm pitches were successfully sustained with 190V, the saturated current level shows quite differences. From this, it is inferred that the wider cell pitch allows the lower sustain voltage. Slottow established the stability theory of sustaining discharges by the voltage transfer curve (VTC), which is the relation between the gap voltage and the corresponding wall voltage variation [4] . Although the theory was made for 1-dimesional geometries, it can be well applied to the coplanar discharges if the appropriate wall voltage variation can be defined. The theory says that the stable sustaining discharge occurs on the slope 2 line passing sustain voltage at gap voltage axis in VTC. One discharge corresponds to one point in VTC space. If the point of the first sustaining discharge lies below slope 2 line, the next sustaining discharge occurs with the lower gap voltage, so the corresponding point moves toward lower-left direction. These are repeated until the point moves over slope 2 line or no more discharge occurs. If the point of the first sustaining discharge lies over slope 2 line, the next sustaining discharge occurs with the higher gap voltage, so the corresponding point moves toward upper-right direction until the point lies on slope 2 line.
In figure 8 , we plotted the successive sustaining discharges as points connected by arrows using the maximum value in the gap voltage and the wall voltage variation obtained from simulation. This figure shows clearly the amount of wall voltage built up during address period and how the successive sustaining discharges proceed. As for the reference cell having 160 µm height and 280 µm pitch, although it had the first point below slope 2 line, it reaches the slope 2 line after 2 sustain pulses, which means that the sustaining discharges are saturated and can be stably maintained. The 400 µm pitch cell shows the first sustaining discharge to occur over slope 2 line, and after a few more pulses, it reaches the stable point. From this figure, it is clear why the 120 µm and the 140 µm heights failed to sustain. As we guessed early, the sustain voltage was not sufficient for these low height cells. 
Conclusions
Three-dimensional fluid code was used to investigate the effect of barrier ribs on the addressing and the sustaining discharges.
Our simulation results show that the lower barrier rib height allows the faster addressing but requires the higher sustain voltage. With the increase of the cell pitch, it is expected that the address and the sustain voltage could be lowered at the same time, but the addressing speed does not change much for the cell pitches between 240 to 360 µm. Optimization of barrier rib height will require a trade-off between the sustain voltage and address response time as well as the visible light efficiency.
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